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HOSE bringing particular friends to witness
the games held on the campus are much annoyed by the rough language and continual bickering of the crowd of small boys who regularly put
in an appearance at each game. It is disagreeable to one who has paid for the privilege of seeing a game to be compelled to fight for his place
with these boys, and it is nearly impossible for a
lady to get any pleasure out of the games for the
same reason. When they root, they root against
us. So on the whole they are a nuisance. The
only way to stop it, is to keep them out entirely,
and it is up to the students to do this. It would
be a good idea for the athletic directors to request
some of our larger fellows to take this matter in
hand.
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N International Engineering Congress was
HE hour from 11 o'clock to 12 o'clock on
held in St. Louis during the first week of
Saturday morning was originally set aside
for the meetings of the Scientific Society. When October, and papers were presented upon a varithis society was first organized, it offered excel- ety of subjects, by some of the most prominent
lent opportunities for the free discussion of prac- engineers of this and other countries. The foltical subjects, from practical standpoints, which lowing papers with their authors are mentioned
were gladly taken advantage of by the students. in the hope that they may prove of interest to
Of late, however, the society has apparently lost TECHNIC readers:
its hold upon our interests. This year it is the inPurification of Water for Domestic Use.
tention of the officers to place the organization on
Four papers bearing this title were presented
its former footing, and to this end,they are arrang- by Messrs. Allen Hazen, of New York; M.
ing a series of lectures and papers by men of ex- Bechmann, of Paris; Aldolph Kenna, of Antperience. Some of these are by men not con- werp; and J. M. K. Pennink, of Amsterdam.
nected with the Institute, and others are to be by
Sewage Disposal.—Messrs. Geo. W. Fuller and
students who have brushed against the practical M. Bechmann.
side of the engineering profession. These meetRailroad Terminals.—Mr. E. L. Corthell, of
ings should be well attended, and if the proper New York.
interest is shown, these should be a most valuUnderground Railways.—Mr. William Barclay
able aid to our engineering work.
Parsons, of New York.

T
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Live Loads for Bridges.—Henry W. Hodge, of
New York.
The Substitution of Electricity for Steam or a
Motive Power, by James G. White, New York.
Pumping Machinery.—By Irving H. Reynolds,
Youngstown, 0.
Electrical Power.—Generating Stations and
Transmission.—Mr. E. L. Stillwell, of New
York.
Sfearn Turbines.—Francis Hodgkinson, Pittsburg.
The American Society of Civil Engineers held
its first regular meeting of the season in New
York on Oct. 19. The subject for the meeting
was, Specifications for the Structural Steelwork
of Buildings.
At the meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers on October 28th the subject
for discussion was,"The Transmission of Intelligence." A paper on "The Telautograph" was
presented by Mr. James Dixon.
HE news of the death of Mr. Francis A.
Wells, late of the Class of 1905, on Tuesday,
Nov. 1st, was a shock to the whole student body.
One of the most popular men of his class, and an
active worker in the Glee Club and Orchestra,
his loss will be keenly felt by all. Resolutions of
respect were drawn up by the Council, Senior
Class and Symphony Club, which appear under
Rose Leaves.

T

HE Junior Class put up for a monument on
Hallowe'en, a handsome chandelier. It has
both electrical and gas connections, and certainly
adds greatly to the appearance of the hall. They
are to be congratulated on the memorial, which,
on account of its conspicuousness, would lead one
to infer that'06 doesn't intend to "hide its light
under a bushel."

T

REAT doubts are expressed as to whether
the man who attends college, taking no
part in the organizations thereof, gets his share
of the advantages and benefits derived frotn a college education. A college education broadens a
man, not only as to the subjects pursued, but in

G

so much as to make him capable of looking upon
all things with a clearer idea as to their fitness or
unfitness. Athletics is one organization which is
always associated with the college, no matter
whether it be large or small, and why? Simply
because it broadens a man in that branch of our
development which is so sorely neglected when
one is busily engaged in his scholastic work proper. Does continued study without recreation
tend to broaden a man? Basket-ball is a branch
of athletics which affords healthful recreation and
is a medium through which much enjoyment may
be obtained. Every man who thinks he has any
ability at all, should come out and try for the
team. It has been said that a technical man is
necessarily a narrow man, but this should not be
the case. If a man is to cope with the forces of
nature, he can not be narrow. Photography is
rapidly becoming important along engineering
lines, and this presents a means of recreation, as
well as being instructive. Join the Camera Club.
A good man has been putting the telegraph line in
shape, and it will soon be in running order. Telegraphy is a useful thing to know and it takes but
little time to learn the code. Join the Telegraph
Association. Our spiritual welfare is something
that the catalogue says nothing about and would
lead one to believe it is unimportant. But this is
most important and the pleasant Friday night
sessions of the Y. M. C. A. are most valuable.
In short, take an interest in every organization
belonging to Old Rose, and great benefit will be
derived therefrom.
NEW column is started in this issue of THE
TECHNIC under the name of "Exchanges."
From time to time exchanges have appeared under the heads of "Outside News, "Notes from
other Colleges," etc., but there has been no definite place for news of this kind. It is the object
of this column to keep us posted to some extent
on what is going on among those who are pursuing the same lines of work as ourselves, and we
feel confident that a valuable and instructive department will be the result. Any news that will
come under this head will be cheerfully received
by THE TECHNIC management.

A
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Specification Making and Testing.
By J. J, KESSLER,'97.

A

S a manufacturing company grows from
smaller to larger activities, specialization
keeps pace with the increase and development
of the different products, and the individual who
may have performed at the same time several
duties such as the receiving of goods, the operations performed on them, or the shipping of the
finished product, now becomes a time clerk, or a
storekeeper, or a factory superintendent, or takes
whatever position his qualifications fit him for.
Among one of the first branches which is of
sufficient importance to take the spicial attention
of an individual or department is that of the purchase of raw materials and the supplies necessary
to carry on the business. This purchasing agent
or buyer has nothing to do with production directly. He must, therefore, make himself a
profitable investment to his company by first,
buying at better prices on account of his greater
familiarity with the markets; second, saving the
time and attention of the other heads of the business by studying the market for them; third, being able to get quickly any desired new material,
keeping the armies of salesmen and the floods of
advertising literature from besieging and deluging them. He must act as a sort of mill in other
words, into a large hopper of which are poured
catalogs, samples, personal solicitations and all
the other means which are used to induce the
company to buy; out of a comparatively small
hopper come the orders for purchases which represent the final judgment of the company with
regard to what it decides to buy.
The buyer's position is capable of further evolution because of one element about it which is
quite different in nature from matters of price
and contracts and such business considerations.
This element is the fact that the things purchased are bought for certain qualities or properties. which they possess. These must be obtained, if not at a lower, then at a higher price;
but they are indispensable. To be able to judge

whether or not these properties or qualities are
satisfactory to the standards of the busine3s requires a technical training and a technical judgment, and this the buyer cannot be expected to
possess to the necessary degree. He, therefore,
submits these matters to the heads of the different
departments who may be directly concerned about
them and who will use the particular materials
under consideration.
Perhaps for the sake of further economy of
time the practical man may formulate a set of
statements as to the required weights, dimensions, chemical composition or physical properties which a given raw material is expected to
possess, and this written specification is placed in
the hands of all parties wishing to furnish the
particular class of raw materials in question.
Now this plan of placing the purchases of a
concern in the hands of one individual or department, which in turn relies on the judgment of the
technical heads of the concern for opinions as to
quality, etc., is a very useful and widely prevalent arrangement. It possesses the distinct merits
of simplicity and directness. The practical foreman gets just what he wants, according to his
best judgment and gets it directly ; that is, without the intervention of any third party. In a
large number of cases any other arrangement
would amount only to an introduction of a useless system and red tape which when tangled up
and under foot is a very annoying impediment.
But there ma,y easily come a time when a further specialization is desirable. This is a specialization which confines itself to measurement of
raw materials, so that those concerned with production may concentrate more thoroughly on the
problems of production and at the same time admit of this other work of testing being done more
thoroughly and systematically.
Having gone thus far in a general discussion
of the relations of the testing laboratory to the
manufacturing company We are ready to take up
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the question: What is a testing laboratory good
for? When can it accomplish results? When
will it fail?
To be good for anything it must come up to
the same double standard which the purchasing
department has to meet, which is in fact the same
standard which any specialist has to meet. It
must do some work which other departments previously had to do; do it better and do it cheaper.
It can do it cheaply because its energies are
continually applied to special problems and because it can keep this work from engaging the
time of other departments.
It can do the work better, when, not because,
it is able to handle its problems both from the
standpoint of the practical end of the business
and that of theoretical considerations—rather
differently appearing view points sometimes, but
which are easily seen to be the same when shortsightedness on the one hand and farsightedness
on the other are corrected.
Where a testing laboratory has been established it should be the department most fitted to
draw up the buyer's specifications. In order to
do this properly the head of the department must
have a much different familiarity with the raw
materials than the laboratory alone can furnish.
He must have some practical experience with
the factory processes as stated before.
A great many specifications on raw material
have been gotten up in the past which have been
learned at the expense of being really useful.
Clauses have been inserted which may have been
copied from older specifications; perhaps the material was to be used for quite a different purpose.
So errors may creep in until finally a statement
may be made which is actually contrary to the
intention of the specification. As an illustration
of this it has been a sort of tradition until recently that sheet steel for electrical purposes should
be quite free from silicon. The clause was probably inserted by some enthusiastic testing engineer who wished to put as much chemistry into
the specification as possible, and not having the
actual data at hand, borrowed freely from struc-

tural steel specifications. Recent tests have
shown that a small percentage of silicon has a
very decided effect in increasing permeability and
lowering hysteresis. Of course, to an electrical
man, it is a matter of some indifference whether
his steel contains silicon or selenium. He is much
more interested in electrical efficiency, etc.
The person who can make a testing laboratory
of greatest value will be not merely an analytical
chemist or one who has had some experience
with the testing machine. He will be rather
what might be called an engineer of raw materials. There are engineers at the other end of
the business who are constantly endeavoring to
advance the art with which they are connected.
They are constantly trying to produce new results and to make improvements on old ones. It
is here that the specialist in charge of raw materials can be of great service. All this, of course,
makes of the testing laboratory much more than
a place where measurements of things are to be
made.
The tests are the necessary starting points.
They supply information about the materials
which cannot be obtained by any means at the
command of the practical manipulator of these
materials. This information, to be of any value,
must be interpreted and no one can be in a better
position to learn the true value of these results
than the person trained to make the observations.
Testing laboratory positions are generally given
to men educated at technical schools. Perhaps
the work is entirely chemical in character, perhaps it combines both physical and chemical
measurements. In either case, the beginner is
confronted with the same problem. He is required to furnish results, the usefulness of which
he has not had sufficient experience to determine.
To get this experience he must study the manufacturing processes used by the firm, together
with those used by similar firms, and must know
the directions in which processes and methods
used are capable of development. Then, when it
is finally decided to make some change he will be
able to furnish such data as will make it possible
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to bring about the desired change, without useless experiment on the part of half a dozen individuals.
A testing laboratory may not be a success, however, and sometimes through no fault of its own.
It may be that there are men in the business who
are hopelessly bigoted in what they pride themselves as their eminently practical training and
point of view. This is the shortsightedness mentioned before, and where it cannot be corrected
will work to the discomfiture of the technically
trained man who comes to his work full of enthusiasm for his somewhat academic point of
view. Technical training, however, or the technical point of view, is becoming universal, and
the methods of theory on the one hand, and of
practice on the other, are both seizing the benefit coming from co-partnership.
It appears from this that the testing laboratory
must be capable of grasping several ends of a
problem. It must have an atmosphere at once
scientific, technical and commercial.
The scientific atmosphere in ust be present if a
proper familiarity with the nature of the materials useful to the business is to be obtained. The
technical atmosphere must be present if the
proper blending of the considerations of properties and their usefulness in effecting certain re-
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sults are required. And finally the commercial
atmosphere must be, if not an ever present,
not an unfamiliar thing, because this is the very
sustaining medium in which the business institution as a whole is expected and desired to thrive.
In order to equip such a department, therefore, it will be necessary to start with a man who
has a comprehensive grasp of the principles of
scientific knowledge and has served an apprenticeship in the application of these principles;
which is technical training. Give him the necessary tools with which to work and a chance to
study the factory operations. Let him convince
himself and the manager of the business that raw
materials purchased are the best available and
uniform in quality. Give him a chance to work
over the many problems connected with production as far as it depends on the materials worked
upon; let the experimenting be done in this department and not in the factory. Let him meet
the technical representatives of firms wishing to
sell the firm materials and hear their discussion
of the merits of the materials he wishes to sell.
If these opportunities for information and experience are given, an extremely valuable appendage
may be added to the business and at a cost which
can be easily figured as a judicious investment.
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The Effect of Different Air Temperatures on Temperature
Rise of Electrical Apparatus.
By S. E. JOHANNESEN,'93.

HE accepted guide, for operating temperature requirements of electrical apparatus,
and corrections to be applied in temperature tests
are the rules given in the report of the standardization committee of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers. These are in substance as
follows:
"Temperature rise of apparatus intended for
either intermittent or continuous service should
not exceed the following values: "50°C when
measured by thermometer and 40°C when measured by resistance."
"Temperature by resistance may be determined by the use of temperature coefficient of
0.42% per degree C from and at zero degrees."
"Temperature rise must be referred to a standard room temperature of 25°C and a correction of
34% per degree must be made for any variation
from that temperature, adding if less and subtracting if more."
It is more difficult to duplicate values obtained
in temperature test on the same apparatus than
to duplicate the values of any other measurement
applied. This is mainly due to the varying condition of room temperature and incorrect values
taken for the effective room temperature.
In practice, varying room temperature is more

T

often met with than constant, and since the corrections specified by the Institute rules relate only
to constant room temperature, it is the purpose
of this paper to give a method for determining
the effective value for a varying room temperature, also to discuss the effect of different constant room temperatures on temperature rise on
the various forms of electrical apparatus.
In measuring temperature rise of electrical apparatus, it is very essential to determine an accurate base or effective room temperature to
which the absolute temperature may be referred.
How this base is chosen will depend on the
method of cooling and the cooling mediums employed. The effective room temperature is determined in two different ways; (a) by observation; (b) by measurement, according to class of
apparatus under test.
(a). The observed temperature may be taken
by thermometer preferably placed in contact with
the active material of an idle unite similar to the
apparatus run in test. If this is not available, it
may be observed by thermometers suspended near
the apparatus under test. The thermometer
should always be screened from local air currents.
(b). The measured temperature should be de-
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termined by resistance of an idle unit prepared
for and similar to that run in test. Resistance
of both units should be taken. They should
then be allowed to stand in the room in which
run is to be made until the whole mass has come
to a uniform temperature throughout, then resistance again measured. If both show same difference in temperature, then both have been
brought to the same temperature level. The
room temperature should now be observed, and
it should be measured by thermometer placed in
contact with the active material of the idle unit,
since the room temperature and that of the transformer is the same level. The thermometer
measuring this temperature should be thoroughly
screened from local currents, which might be of
different temperature. No further air temperature measurements by thermometer need be taken
during the test.
The apparatus under test should be run until
the resistance has become stationary. The resistance of the idle unit is then taken, and its rise
or fall will give exactly the difference in temperture which is due to the variable room temperature during tests. Then this difference is added
to or subtracted from the resistance measured
temperature rise of the unit under test, according
as it is lower or higher than the initial temperature. The effective room temperature is the algebraic sum of the rise or fall in degrees C of the
idle unit and its initial observed thermometer
temperature. The Institute correction is applied
to the difference of the effective room temperature and 25°C.
Owing to the several methods of cooling, the
temperature of all forms of electrical products is
not effected alike by different air temperatures
and the Institute correction does not apply in
every case.
In general, electrical products may be divided
into five classes, so far as their cooliag as affected
by the air is concerned. They are as follows:
(I). Where the active material of the apparatus is in direct contact with the air, and where
no air circulation takes place except that produced by dissipation of its own heat, such as
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electrical circuits, switches, open resistance, etc.,
and where the active material is not insulated; in
this class the heat is dissipated by radiation, surface contact and convection.. The active parts
are directly exposed to the air, and any change
in air temperature will immediately effect the
temperature of the apparatus. If the room temperature is variable, the effective room temperature is that observed at the end of run.
(2). Where the active material is only partially in contact with the air, and where no air circulation takes place except that due to its own heat,
such as dry, natural draft, and self-cooled transformers. In this class the heat is carried off by
conduction through the insulation surrounding
conductors and through adjacent conductors or
active material to surfaces exposed to the air, and
then by surface contact, radiation and. convection is finally dissipated. If the apparatus is enclosed in a case, then there will be slight convection and radiation taking place between the exposed surfaces of the active material and the
case. On account of the greater part of the
active material being unexposed, a change in
room temperature will not immediately effect the
temperature of the whole. There will be a considerable lag between its effect on the exposed
and unexposed parts.
(3). Where the active material is in contact
or nearly so, with the air, and where the cooling
medium is a mechanically produced air circulation, such as air blast transformers, generators,
etc. In this class the heat is carried away by
conduction through insulation, then by surface
contact and convection, the latter taking place
by means of air forced through the active material. The maximum temperature rise will depend on the.volume of air supplied and its temperature rise. Any change in air temperature
will almost immediately affect the temperature of
the apparatus, therefore the temperature of the
inlet air at the end of the run is the effective
room temperature.
The Institute correction applies in classes 1,
2 and 3.
(4). Where the active material is in contact
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or nearly so with an insulating cooling fluid and
where the heat is carried to the surfaces of the
case containing it, (where it is finally dissipated),
such as oil-insulated, self-cooling transformers.
In this case the heat is carried away as follows:
By conduction through insulation surrounding
conductors, to the oil, then mainly by convection
through oil to casing, although a small amount
of heat is carried away by conduction through
the oil, then by conduction through casing, and
finally dissipated by surface contact and convection through the air.
Th Institute correction will not apply to this
class. The correction would hold if the room
temperature during run were absolutely constant, and if the viscosity of the oil were the
same at all temperatures. The latter, however,
is not the case.
It is well known that a transformer immersed
in thin oil will run cooler than one immersed in
thick oil, all other conditions being the same;
and further, a transformer immersed in paraffine
(poured while hot and allowed to solidify) would
burn out if operated at a room temperature of
0°C, and there would even be danger if it were
operated in a room having a normal temperature;
but when immersed in light oil and run in a room
having a normal temperature of even say 35°C it
would operate within safe heat limits. This experiment has been tried. The reason for this is
that the paraffine melts much more slowly than the
heat is generated, and since paraffine in its solid
state is a very poor conductor of heat, comparatively little of the latter would reach the exposed
surfaces of the containing case before the paraffine had all melted, consequently the heat would
be confined within its sources of generation until
it became so great as to destroy the in§ulation.
Specific heat of liquids differs very little at different temperatures, their power to absorb heat
being approximately the same at any temperature within the working range of electrical apparatus. Therefore, the efficiency of a liquid acting as a cooling medium (when confined)depends
upon its ability to flow, assuming that the points
of absorption and dissipation are equally efficient.

Again, the specific heat of a gas varies with its
density, and its density with its temperature.
For aconstant velocity, the power required to
overcome resistance, and therefore the work done,
is proportional to the pressure. However, lesss
power would be required tod eliver a given quantity of air at a given temperature through a tube of
given resistance, exhausting into a light than into
a heavy atmosphere. Now, air at high temperature is lighter than it is at a low temperature.
Therefore, assuming a constant source of heated
air supply at constant temperature and pressure
conveyed through a tube of given dimensions,
more heat will be conveyed away when discharging into a light than into a heavy atmosphere.
This illustration may be applied to the corrugations of an oil insulated, self-cooling transformer.
It is easily seen that air at low temperature would
retard the dissipation of heat by chilling the cooling fluid as well as lowering its own conveying
power. On the other hand, air at high temperature heats the oil, as it were, increasing the activity, besides raising its own conveying power.
The absolute temperature of a transformer
operating at a low room temperature is of course
lower than when operating at a high, but its temperature rise is greater.
The table below is given as an illustration to
show approximately the heat which would be
dissipated at various room temperatures, and
fairly represents results of a heat run of a 100
K.W.,60 cycle, 2000 volt, oil-insulated, self-cooling transformer.
Room Temperature.

Loss at
Room
Temp.
Watts.

5°C
25°C
35°C

925
1000
1039

Difference
Temp. Rise
Loss at
Between Temp. Rise
Without Max.Temp Losses at
With
Rise.
R. & M. A. I.
A. I. E. E.
E.
Correction.
Watts.
Temp. Correction.
Watts.

60°C
50°C
45°C

1154
1191
1210

229
191
171

66.0°C
50.0°C
42.7°C

The total copper loss of the transformer is least
at maximum temperature rise, that is, when operating at a low room temperature, but the difference between the initial and final losses at low
room temperature is greater than at high room
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temperature, This presents the peculiar condition that a transformer may operate in a low room
temperature and not be within a specified heat
limit and yet operate at less cost than when running at a high room temperature, when it is
within the specified heat limit.
It will be seen that by applying the Institute
correction, the difference between the maximum
rise at different temperatures is still greater, being increased or diminished thereby in the same
direction as shown by test. This seems hardly
correct.
There are, however, no means for determining
an absolute correction for testing at any room
temperature since there is such a great difference
in dimensions and mass due to different size,
voltage, and frequency for which the apparatus
is designed.
The only way a good comparison could be
made, would be always to run this class of product at the same or approximately the same room
temperature; that is, it should not be within
more than 2°C each way of 25°C.
(5). Where the active material is in contact
or nearly so with an insulating cooling fluid, and
where the heat is carried away by an auxiliary
fluid of lower temperature flowing through circulating tubes immersed in the insulating fluid,
such as oil insulated water cooling transformers.
In this class the heat is carried away similarly to
that in class 4, except the greater part of heat,
instead of being carried away by the oil to the
case, is conveyed to the surfaces of the circulating tubes, then by conduction through the tubes
and by surface contact and convection is carried
away by a mechanically circulated cooling fluid.
Rule governing this class of apparatus is omitted
in the Institute report.
What has been said relating to operating at
different room temperature in class 4 applies in a
very small degree to class 5; that is, we will obtain a lower temperature rise if the temperature
run were made in a room temperature of 35°C
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and with the water at 25°C than we would obtain if the room temperature were at 10°C and
water at 25°C for the same reason as given in class
4, but the difference is inappreciable. The water
conveys away by far the greater part of the heat,
and the absolute temperature of the transformer,
depends mainly on the temperature rise of the
water and the quantity supplied.
Electrical apparatus should be tested under the
following conditions:
(1). Apparatus such as switches, open resistance, etc., may be tested at any room temperature between 0°C and 35°C; the final room temperature (being the effective temperature) may
be observed by thermometers.
(2). Enclosed resistance, dry self-cooling natural draft transformers, etc., may be tested at
any room temperature between 0°C and 35°C.
The effective room temperature should be measured by resistance.
(3). Apparatus cooled by air circulation produced mechanically,such as air blast transformers,
generators, etc., should preferably be tested at a
temperature between 23°C and 27°C, but may be
tested between 0°C and 35°C. The effective
room temperature is the final temperature of the
inlet air which may be observed by thermometers.
(4). Oil insulated self-cooling transformers
and similarly cooled apparatus should be tested
at a temperature between 23°C and 27°C. The
effective room temperature should be measured
by resistance.
(5). Oil insulated water cooled transformers
and apparatus should preferably be tested with
both water and air between 23°C and 27°C, but
may be tested at any temperature between 0°C
and 35°C. The effective room temperature due
to temperatures of air and inlet water should be
measured by resistance of an idle unit similarly
prepared to that run in test with specified quantity of water flowing through its cooling coils.
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ALUMNI NOTES.

Mr. G. Harry Clay,'01, who has been Superintendent of the glycerine department for the
Proctor & Gamble Company at Ivorydale, Ohio,
has been transferred to Kansas City, where that
company is erecting a new plant.
Mr. J. Simms Brosius, '03, passed through
Terre Haute early in the month, on his way to
St. Louis, where he had been sent by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
to take charge of their exhibit during the remainder of the Exposition.

and decided to accept it instead of completing his
post-graduate course at Rose.
The following wedding invitation has been received at the Institute:
Doctor and Mrs. Edward Burt Perrin
request the pleasure of
your presence at the marriage of their daughter
Virginia Herndon
to
Mr. William Shallcross Speed
at high noon
On Wednesday, the sixteenth day of November,
nineteen hundred and four
at St. Andrew's Church

Mr. John T. Staff, Jr., '04, came home early
in November to vote and make a short visit with
his friends. He expected to go to Chicago
shortly after election and from there east to
spend the winter. Mr. Staff has been working
in Tennessee with his father during the summer,
instead of Omaha, as was incorrectly stated in
the October TECHNIC.
"Born—To Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Burk of Louisville, a son. Mrs. Burk was formerly Miss
Mabel Martin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
Martin, of North Seventh street, Terre Haute."
—[T. H. Star.
Mr. Burk is a graduate of the R. P. I. of the
Class of '96, and has our hearty congratulations.
We wish him many happy returns of the day.
Mr. Shelby S. Roberts,'98, has been appointed
Road Master of the Main Stem First Division of
the Louisville & Nashville Railway, with headquarters at Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
H. J. Barbazette, '04, was recently offered a
position with J. B. Speed & Co., of Louisville,

Louisville, Kentucky.

Mr. Speed graduated in 1895 and is a member
of the firm of J. B. Speed & Co., and Vice-President and Manager of the Louisville Cement
Company.
Mr. Walter S. McNabb,'04, is in Terre Haute,
having returned to his home to vote. He has
been over a great deal of western territory in the
employ of the Union Pacific Railroad,
Rose is represented in the Indiana political
field by Mr. T. G. Pierson, '97, who has issued
cards announcing himself as Democratic nominee
for joint representative of Clay and Owen counties. By the time this issue of THE TECHNIC is
in the hands of its readers, his fate will have
been decided one way or the other.
Quite a number of Alumni had to return to
Terre Haute in order to vote, not having secured
residence in their new locations. Among them
were J. A. Nichols,'02; R. B. Arnold,'03; G.
H. Crain, H. A. Mullett, W. H. Hazard, W. S.
McNabb,'04.
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An Improved Motor Drive for Planers.
By HARRY W. EASTWOOD,'06.

\

0 doubt many of you who visited the World's
Fair this summer, were interested in the
exhibit of the Electric Controller and Supply Co.,
which stood near the northwestern entrance to
the Palace of Electricity. The most interesting
feature in connection with this exhibit was a
thirty-six inch Pond Planer, equipped with an
entirely new system of motor drive and magnetic
control. As proof that any time utilized in examining this exhibit was not ill spent, we may as
well mention in passing, that it was awarded a
gold medal of the highest award and that it'
received the widespread attention of the most
prominent men in the electrical and mechanical
branches of the engineering profession.
Great advances have been made in recent years
in the economical operation and increased out-.
put of machine tools, and the application of the
individual motor drive has been a great step in
this direction. The planer however has failed to
share in this general improvement and has heretofore proved itself to be one of the most inefficient
of the metal working tools. In applying the
motor to the planer it was necessary to make use
of belts and clutches, both of which have ever
proved unsatisfactory. In the system which we
are about to describe, all such make-shifts are
dispensed with entirely. The motor, where possible, is directly connected to the cross shaft of the
planer, and the reverse motion of the table is effected by reversing the motor.
This is ac-

complished by means of a magnetically operated
controller of special construction. The extreme
directness and simplicity of such a system has
many advantages. Speed may be varied through
wide limits by means of the manipulation of a
lever, it not even being necessary to stop the
planer. For planers which cut both ways the
speed may be varied in either direction, entirely
independent of each other, while with planers
which only cut in one direction, the motor is allowed to speed up as it will on the return stroke.
In addition to the magnetic switch controller, the
equipment consists of a reversing switch, mounted on the bed of the planer which is operated
either by means of adjustable dogs on the platen
of the planer or by a lever. This lever is the only
apparatus necessary to start or stop the planer
and can be thrown either on or off as quickly as
desired, without .danger of injuring either motor
or machinery. Two field rheostats are also furnished for those planers With which it is desired
to vary the speed in both directions. Arrangement is also made by means of the no voltage
switch S8 to stop the planer quickly, in the case
of failure of the line current.
The diagram given herewith shows the connections for the planer on exhibit at the Exposition. We will first attempt to give a description
of the functions of each of the several switches
and circuits, after which we will explain their
operation on cut and reverse strokes.
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S8, as before spoken of, is a magnetic switch so
arranged as to be held open as long as the line
voltage is sustained. This is accomplished by
having its magnet coils connected directly across
the line. In case the line voltage should fail,
this switch is immediately closed by a strong
spring. When closed, it closes the armature circuit through the series field of the motor and a
suitable resistance, thusstopping the motor almost
instantaneously. By means of the S. P. D. T.
switch, below this no voltage switch, the motor
may le made to operate either on 220 or 110 volts
on the cutting stroke. Turning to the main
switch board, Si, S2, and S3 are acceleration
switches, which cut in or out the resistance in
series with the armature and serve the same purpose as the steps do on an ordinary controller.
S3 is the main switch, and neither S2 or Si can go
in before it. If we trace out the connections of
the coils of switch S4 we see that they are connected in parallel, directly across the armature of the
motor. As will be seen, this switch is only actuated by the back E. M. F. of the motor, and is
so arranged as to be entirely disconnected except
on reversal. The function of this switch as can
easily be seen by tracing out its connections, is to
short circuit the armature of the motor through
the braking resistance shown when the reversing
controller is reversed. It is the action of this
controller which stops the motor almost instantaneously, and by means of the interlock between
this switch and Si it makes it impossible for current to flow until the motor has come to a standstill. Switch S5 might also be called one of the
acceleration switches, for its purpose is to increase
the speed of the motor by short circuiting the
series field coil. It is normally held open and
cannot close until either S6 or S7, which are normally closed, is open. S6 and 57 are switches
which short circuit the two field rheostats, one on
cut, and one on return ; the circuit of their magnet coils goes through the reversing switch and
is only completed when switch Si is closed. The
reversing switch is not of unusual construction
and its functions and operations will be understood at a glance.
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We will now consider that the planer is in
operation. It is on the cutting stroke, and the
reversing controller is full on in the cutting
direction. The triple pole single throw switch is
closed and the no voltage switch is open. W is in
the position A C. Current now flows from the positive side of the line, through the reversing controller's fingers f2 and f7 to the auxiliary contacts on S8, through the coils of switch S3 to the
negative side of the line. Thus switch Sa is
closed. Current now flows from the I pole of M,
through the switch W, then through the reversing switch, the armature, the series field, the starting resistance, and then through switch S3 to the
negative side of the line. In this way the motor
is started with all resistance in circuit. It will
now be seen that as the motor speeds up,switches
S2 and Si will go in sequence, thus slowly cutting
out all the resistance in circuit, and putting the
motor directly across the 110 volt line. As Si
closes, S7 is thrown out, and speed controller P is
then in the shunt field circuit. As S7 opens it
completes the circuit for S5 which is then closed,
shortcircuiting the series field coils of the motor.
As the reversing switch is thrown over, fingers
f7 and fs are disconnected from the + line, allowing Si, S2, S3 and S5 all to open and S7 to close.
In this way all heavy currents are broken by the
switches, and all arcing on the reversing switch is
eliminated. The shunt field is still maintained
and S4 is closed as previously described. The
motor now acts as a generator and forces a current through S4 and the braking resistance shown,
until the motor comes to a stop. Current cannot
flow in the reverse direction until this stop occurs,
because S3 is held out by the interlock, until the
coil of S4 ceases to be energized. The cycle of
operations now goes on very much as for the cutting stroke except, as may be noticed, the current
now circulates through the armature in the opposite direction from what it did before, and S6 is
held out instead of S7. Consequently the armature of the motor now has to revolve in the reverse
direction, thus reversing the direction of motion
of the platen of the planer.
by h"
With this system of drive, cuts
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have been taken in 20% carbon Bessemer Steel
at 47 ft. per minute.
The photograph shown here represents this
system applied to a 36" planer in the shops of the
Wellman Seaver Morgan Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.
This Company also has a 96" planer operated in
the same way, both of which are giving the greatest satisfaction.

their draftsmen, allowing all to enter. The contest consisted of two essays, one on the Co.'s
"Improved Motor Drive for Planers," and the
other on their new "Mill Table Controller."
The articles were to be judged from the standpoint of the engineer, the customer, and for rhetoric and grammar. On the board of judges were
two Rose men, Mr. A. C. Eastwood, Engineer,

Our thanks are due to the Electric Controller
and Supply Co., for the use of this cut, and for
the drawing of the wiring diagram inserted.
This Company is one which has indeed profited
from the service of Rose Men as may be seen from
the following statement. The Company recently
posted a notice in their drafting room, to the effect that it was their intention to relieve Mr.
Claiborne Pirtle (Rose '98) chief of their sales
department, who has had charge of their exhibit
at the Fair since the opening of the exposition.
As a means of selecting the man best fitted for
this position they inaugurated a contest among

(Rose '98) and J. H. Hall, (Rose '97) Chief
Draftsman. A number of very interesting papers were presented among them being that of
Mr. Harry S. Richardson,(Rose'00)from whose
essay much of the information in this article is
derived. After careful deliberation the judges
awarded the position to Mr. Geo. A. Magalhaes,
a graduate of Columbia University, and he now
has charge of their exhibit.
The writer will be glad to explain the wiring
diagram more in detail to any one who wishes to
know more about it than it is possible to give
here.

•
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THE MEMORIAL.

Hallowe'en, the night sacred to the Junior
Class at Rose, has come and gone, and has added
to the building another improvement, the memorial of the Class of 1906. With all the doors,
gates and other things left by previous classes,
the problem of what to put up was no small one.
The custom of placing class memorials on Hallowe'en was started in 1894, when the Class of
'96 brought a tremendous boulder to the campus
and cut their class numerals on it. Next year,
the Class of '97 placed a pair of stepping stones
near the entrance gates. The next three classes
put their numerals in various places, and '01 put
up an iron grill work over the front door. The
Class of '02 put three new faces on the tower
clock. The next year a somewhat new step was
taken, when '03 put in the handsome front doors ;.
'04 followed with a chandeF_er in the front vestibule. The Class of '05 left the iron railings and
gates on the front porch, leaving, as it seemed,
very few possibilities for the present Juniors.
After careful consideration it was decided that
the memorial of the Class of '06 should be a massive, antique brass, combination gas and electric
chandelier, to replace the old gas fixture in the
main hallway. An electrician was on hand to do
the necessary work, and a little after midnight
the current was thrown on, and amid the cheers
of all the Naughty Sixes, the memorial shone
forth in all its glory.
The Juniors then went to the gym, where a
banquet had been spread. Toasts were responded
to as follows :
Toastmaster—E. D. Kahlert.
The Memorial—F. N. Hatch.
Naughty Six—A. d'Amorim.
Athletics—A. W. Lee.
The Ladies—E. W. Turk.
Doc. & Co.—A. W. Worthington.
At the conclusion of these speeches, and a
number of others not on the program, the class
assembled near the north end of the campus.
Here there suddenly appeared from some mysterious source an assortment of barrels, boxes
and planks, and a huge bonfire was soon blazing.

After a few songs, and some more speeches by
the more enthusiastic, a motion was carried declaring off all exercises at the Institute for the
morning, so far as the Juniors were concerned,
and the gathering dispersed, each one assured
that the Class of'06 had left a memorial of which
she could be justly proud.
(On account of delayed cuts, we are unable to
furnish a picture of this memorial. It will appear
in the December issue.)
CAMERA CLUB.

New pictures have been put in the Camera
Club case, and among the contributors there are
several new names. All students interested in
photography are invited to join the club and hand
in pictures for exhibition in the case.
The Freshman Class has elected the following
officers:
President—Walter Weyrich.
Vice-President —J. L. Meeker.
Secretary—Herbert Stocks.
Treasurer—C. 0. Hamilton.
SOME INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS ON
THE TELEGRAPH LINE.
WALTER HENSGEN,'06.

The telegraph line has been working satisfactorily for some time. For the first few weeks
only a small section of the line was working,
namely, from the Institute to Seventh street.
During this time, while the line was comparatively short and the noise due to induced currents
was less than now, I happened to connect to the
line the terminals of a battery call telephone instrument, and whistled and talked into the transmitter. The transmitter, which was in series with
the primary of an induction coil and a battery of
several dry cells, produced alternations in the current of a higher voltage in the secondary of the
coil, thus sending impulses along the telegraph
line.
One of the sounders on the line, which was
more delicately adjusted than usual, being in a
vertical position, acted as a telphone receiver, and
faithfully reproduced the whistling and talking.
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It is quite a diversion to listen at a telephone
receiver connected in parallel with a telegraph
sounder, and hear the complex sounds produced
by the various induced currents. For instance,
you can hear the hum due to the rapid change of
polarity of the alternating currents, and can also
tell when the motorman of an electric car in the
neighborhood turns his controller.

to the family, and that a copy be sent to THE
ROSE TECHNIC for publication.
DAILY,
BENSON,
PECK,
Committee.
A copy of the resolutions drafted by the representatives of the Glee Club upon the death of
Francis A. Wells :
WHEREAS, It hath been the will of God that
A general assembly was called Wednesday
Francis
A. Wells should be called from his memmorning, NoV. 2nd, for the purpose of taking
bership here among us; and,
some action relatively to the death of Francis A.
WHEREAS, The Glee Club, knowing him as
Wells, late of the class of 1905. It was decided
an
ardent and enthusiastic member, ever ready
that the Institute be closed on Thursday aftercheerfully
do his duty, feel themselves deto
noon out of respect for the deceased. The followprived of a most faithful member; therefore, be it
ing resolutions were adopted.
Resolved, That we thus formally express to the
The faculty of the Rose Polytechnic Institute
family
and friends of the deceased our most sinhaving learned of the death of Francis A. Wells,
cere sympathy; and be it further
a member of the Senior Class, desire to express
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
their sorrow and sympathy to his relatives for
to the bereaved family, and also that
forwarded
this bereavement. During his connection with
sent
to THE ROSE TECHNIC for publia
copy
1—
the Institute, he has won our regard by his cheercation.
CHAS. B. TROWBRIDGE,
ful disposition, his devotion to duty and his manly
HERBERT SHRYER,
character, and his sudden loss has come to each
HARRY H. SHICKEL,
of us as a personal bereavement. It seems espeCommittee.
cially sad that a life so full of promise of good
RESOLUTIONS BY SENIOR CLASS.
work and excellent achievement should have been
WHEREAS, It has been the pleasure of Aldenied fulfillment, but while a higher power has
decided this otherwise, yet in knowing him we mighty God in his infinite wisdom, to take unto
have gained a memory which must remain an himself Francis Allen Wells, our friend and classmate; and
abiding influence for good.
WHEREAS, We feel deeply his loss; therefore
Signed on behalf of the Faculty this first
be it
day of November, 1904.
Resolved, That the class of Nineteen Hundred
Five do take this means of expressing our feelThe council in behalf of the student body sub- ings and of extending our heartfelt sympathy to
mitted the following resolutions for adoption:
the bereaved family. Be it further
WHEREAS, We have been deprived by death
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
of our fellow student, Francis A. Wells, be it
forwarded to the family of our deceased classResolved, That we, the Student Body and Stu- mate, and also a copy be given to THE ROSE TECHdent Council of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, NIC and to each of the Terre Haute papers for
express our sorrow and sympathy to the bereaved publication.
W. S. HANLEy,
family, and be it
E. H. SPALDING,
F. B. LEWIS,
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread upon
Committee.
the records of the council, and that a copy be sent
Terre Haute, Ind., Nov. 1, 1904.
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OBITUARY.

Died, of typhoid fever, on Tuesday morning,
November 1st, at is home, in Winchester, Ill.,
Francis Allen Wells, '05, only son of Wm. A.
Wells. Ever since his return to Rose in September he had complained of feeling unwell, but
being of a hopeful disposition had deferred going
home until Thursday, October 13th, when his
physician commanded that he do so. From the
day of his arrival at Winchester he-grew steadily
worse until his death, which came as a great
shock to his many friends. He was conscious up
to the last. All through his illness and great
suffering he was cheerful, as was his wont, and
patient, at times making some of the witty remarks for which he was noted at Rose.
Deceased was born on July 22, 1882, at Winchester. At the age of seven he entered the public schools of that place, attending continuously
each school year until he graduated from the
High School on May 29, 1901. The following
September he entered Rose. His scholastic
standing throughout his school life has been exceptionally good. By his many winning ways
and loving disposition he won a host of friends

wherever he went, for to know him was to love
him. By the Faculty and upper class-men at Rose
he was well known and loved, being especially
dear to his '05 classmates, who will miss him
sorely. He was a member of the P. I. E. S.
fraternity, also of the Rose Glee Club. A
father and three sisters survive him, his mother
having died when he was quite young. His
funeral took place on Thursday afternoon,
November 3d, from the First Christian Church
at Winchester. Stoddard, Watson and Spalding
attended the funeral as senior class representatives. Orr, '07, and Falley, '05, attended for
his fraternity, all five acting as pallbearers. The
faculty, the student body, the senior class, his
fraternity and Terre Haute friends sent beautiful
floral tributes. By his death his father and sisters have been deprived of a loving son and
brother, his classmates and friends of a kind and
sincere friend, his fraternity of a true and loyal
brother and the world of a good man. May the
merciful God, the wisdom of whose ways is too
deep for fathers', sisters' and friends' understanding, help them to so live that they may meet him
in the Kingdom of Immortal Bliss. H. L. W.
7

The Y. M. C. A. has begun one of the most
promising years it has ever known. With its
10% of the student fund and no debts holding
over from last year, it is on a good financial basis.
The meetings this year are to be conducted alternately by some pastor or professional man
from the city, and by a member of the association. Thus a variety of meetings can be advantageously carried on. Rev. Tinsley and Prof.
Wagner have already spoken to two good-sized
audiences. The annual Y. M. C. A. State Convention, which is to be held at Marion, Ind.,
Nov. 17, 18, 19 and 20, will be attended by at
least two men from this associatian. These conventions have in former years proved of great
benefit to those attending, as well as to the asso-

ciation which they represent. Eight new men
have been officially taken into the association
and others pledged. The Bible class conducted
by the association, under the leadership of Judge
Taylor, has been growing quite perceptibly since
the beginning of this semester. The interest
shown goes to prove that much good has been
received from the lectures. The studies, as so far
conducted, have been applied to our daily life, the
lessons being thoroughly discussed and many intricate passages cleared up as to their real meaning. Anyone desiring to enter the class, even
so late as now, will be given a hearty welcome,
these meetings being too profitable to be shared
by a few.
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EASTERN ILLINOIS, 16; ROSE, 2.
45-yard line across the goal for a touchdown.
In a hard-fought game, in which Rose played Houser failed to kick goal. Score—Normal, 11;
only fair ball, she was defeated by Eastern Illi- Rose, 0.
Strecker kicked 45 yds. to Honn, who returned
nois by a score of 16-2. As was the case last
year, Henderson seemed to be the very life of the the ball 10 yds. After carrying the ball for 15
Normal team. As his aides, Ferrish, Honn and yards Normal was held for downs and Poly got the
P. Sargent did good work. During the game ball. Barely 10 yards were made when time was
Illinois gained 243 yards by carrying the ball, called, with the ball on the Normal's 25-yd. line.
while Rose gained 193. Of the Normal's gain Score—Normal, 11; Rose, 0.
In the second half Rose kicked to Normal, who
135 yds. goes to the credit of Henderson, while
for Rose, Turk, Lammers, Rhodes and Brannon was almost immediately forced to punt. Then
divided the honors. On defensive work McBride, Rose, by gains of 3 to 10 yds., carried the ball to
Rhodes and Speaker did good work. Heick also Normal's 1-yd line. Here there was a fatal
made a good stop when Henderson got away from fumble, and Henderson got the ball. He was
shoved over the line for a safety. Score—Northe bunch on a fumble.
Capt. McBride won the toss and chose to de- mal, 11; Rose, 2.
According to rule, Henderson punted as soon
fend the south goal. Henderson kicked off, and
Rose returned the ball 15 yds. The ball was lost as his own team was on side, and as a result not
almost immediately on a fumble, and Eastern a man on the Poly team was watching for the
Illinois by a series of line bucks carried the ball ball. Benbridge, however, managed to get it
to Rose's 3-yd. line. Here Poly made the best after it had gone over his head, and made a magstand of the game and held them for downs. nificent return of it, going about 20 yds. before
The ball was theu rushed by Rose to the 30-yd. he was downed. Poly was held immediately for
line, where the Normals regained it on Poly's downs and the ball went to Eastern Illinois. Alfailure to make 5 yds. Normal then bucked most immeliately there was a fu uble and the
again and again, only making one or two yards ball shot out back of the Poly team. Like a
at a time, until the ball was on Rose's 4-yd. line. flash Henderson nabbed - it and was down the
Henderson was then pushed over for a touch- field, to be stopped by Heick only after he had
down after 10 minutes of play. The goal was gone 30 yds. Starr went through for 18 yards,
Honn for 1, Henderson for 18, Starr for two
kicked. Score—Normal, 6; Rose, 0.
Henderson kicked to Lee, who returned the bucks of 3 yds. each, and Ferrish was shoved
ball 15 yards. After going 15 yards more, Rose over for a touchdown. Henderson failed at
was forced to punt, the ball going to Henderson. goal. Score—Normal, 16; Rose, 2.
Without a stop Normal rushed the ball from the
On the next kick-off Rose gained slightly, and
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the half ended with the ball on Normal's 40-yd.
line.
Final score —Eastern Illinois, 16 ; Rose 2.
LINE-UP AND SUMMARY.
EASTERN ILLINOIS.

ROSE.

Houser
L. E. • . McBride (Capt.)
J. Sargent
L T. . . . Peck, Rhodes.
P. Sargent
L. G. • . Rhodes, Heick.
Speaker.
Barkley
C.
Schmidt.
Hagan
R G
Brannon.
R. T
De Wolfe
Benbridge.
Ferrish
R. E
Q B.
Lee.
Wentz
R H B. Lammers,Douthett.
Starr
Henderson (Capt.) . L. H. B. .. . . Turk.
Strecker.
Honn
F B
Summary --Touchdowns, Henderson, Honn, Ferrish ;
goal from touchdown, Henderson; Safety, Henderson.
Referee, Daily; Umpire, Brown; Linesmen, Reynolds and
Crowe; Timers, Blair and Hathaway.
Time of halves, 20 minutes.

T. H. H. S. 10; ROSE, 0.

-1HE second team went down in defeat to the
High School by the score of 10 to 0 on Oct.
8. The game was sensational, and teams were
quite evenly matched.
Wilms kicked for Poly to Aumann, who returned the ball 15 yards. After a few line bucks,
which failed to gain very much, Whitlock, on a
sweeping end run of 55 yards, made a touchdown. Whitlock failed at goal. For the rest of
the first half the ball see-sawed around the center of the field, and the half ended with the ball
in Rose's possession at the center.
The second half started with both teams at
their fiercest, and it looked as if neither would
score. But when only a few minutes were left,
Poly kicked to High School. Aumann got the
ball on his own 20-yd. line and was immediately
downed. On almost the next play, Williams
went around the left end for 90 yards and a touchdown. Whitlock failed at goal.
Stahl, Whitlock and Williams were the stars
for the High School, while Capt. Reynolds and
Jackson were Rose's best representatives.
Final score. was, T. H. H. S. 10, Rose Second 0.
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LINE-UP AND SUMMARY.

HIGH SCHOOL

Wickersham .
Kennedy
Harper
Overpeck
Woody
Flagin
Williams
Aumann (Capt)
Bothwell
Stahl
Whitlock

POLY SECOND.

.R E
Dodge.
R T
Cannon.
R G
Hearn.
Wilms.
C.
Jackson.
L. G
Budge.
L. T
Struck.
L. E
Kelly.
Q
R H. . Reynolds (Capt)
Snider.
L H
F. B.
Gray.

Summary High School, 10; Rose Second, 0. Touchdowns, Whitlock and Williams Referee, Daily ; Umpire,
Brannon.
Time of halves, 15 minutes.
MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL,0; POLY SECOND,0
It is certainly to be regretted that no definite
account of the game on October 12, was kept.
For although it was not a sensational game,
it was one of the stubborn kind, each side
fighting for every inch gained. Marshall was
confident, and the confidence increased when
they saw the size of the team they were against,
—but much to their surprise they found that
spirit and endurance could readily m,ke up for
this lack of weight.
For Marshall their full back and punter was
the star. His footsteps were followed by Greenleaf who played the same position for Rose.
Bard also played a beautiful game, as did Capt.
Reynolds and Struck.
One of the features of the game was the playing of Budge, the little Poly tackle. Light as a
feather, comparatively, he would go through the
Marshall line again and again, rarely failing to
gain when called on.
Altogether the game was a fine exhibition of
foot ball.
LINE-UP.
R. E
R. T
R. G
L G.
L. T
L. E.

Q.

R. H B
L. H B.
F. B.

Dodge, Cannon.
Wilms, Parr.
Jackson.
Cannon, Wilms.
McDaniels.
Budge.
Struck.
Kelly.
Cook.
Greenleaf.
Reynolds.
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ROSE—CULVER.
F. N. Hatch, '06.

For the first time in years Rose went up
against the Culver Military Academy squad on
Culver Campus, October 15 The result was not
a victory for Rose, but showed our weaknesses
rather than Culver's strength. They were an
unknown quantity to us before that game and it
may be safely said, that were we to meet. them on
our own campus and not hampered by the loss of
two good men, we would change the appearance
of the score card. Nor can it be said that a five
hour ride on an accommodation train was exactly
conducive to the best efforts on the part of the
players. One of the half backs, Turk, was injured early in the game and had to withdraw,
and as to Douthett's absence—well we hope that,
in the future, certain Freshmen will play their
jokes when no harm can result from them.
Barrett and Sohl were the most conspicuous
for Culver and Lee played the star game for
Rose, letting no man pass him with the ball.
Rose defended the west goal. At 2:50 P. M.
Culvts kicked 40 yards to Rose who was held for
downs after returning the ball a few yards. Saalfield, in an attempt to give his interference time
to form, carried the ball away from the goal and
was prevented from returning by Schmidt who
chased-him 30 yards down the field and downed
him at Rose's 45 yard line. Culver then gained
10 yards on an end run and was held for downs.
Rose, failing to gain, punted 30 yards and Culver returned the ball 5. Here Turk was hurt
and Reynolds substituted as L.H.B. Culver advanced the ball 40 yards on line bucks and an
'end run, and then lost to Rose on a fumble.
Rose punted 30 yards and Culver brought the ball
back 4, then by steady bucking, carried the pigskin across the goal line. Failed to kick goal.
Score: Culver 5, Rose 0.
Culver kicked 35 yards, and Rose returned the
ball 10; Lee gained 25 yards by a run around
their right and Strecker punted 20 yards; Cambell returned the ball 40 yards and afterwards
the ball was advanced several yards on line plays.
Barrett was pulled back from the line and car-

ried the ball across the goal by hurdling the line
three times in succession. Missed goal. Score:
Culver 10, Rose 0. End of first half.
In the second half Strecker kicked 40 yards,
and Culver returned the ball 10. Sohl, then Barrett, then again Sohl were called on and netted
about 60 yards Here Rose settled down and
held the Cadets for downs, then after an unsuccessful quarter back run was forced to punt, the
ball going 25 yards; Sohl returned it 12 yards,
then another 12 yards was added by line bucks,
and 5 by an end run around their left; Rose
blocked a punt, but lost the ball by inability to
make their distance. The ball changed hands in
the middle of the field several times, and finally
Culver punted to McBride, who was unable to
gain anything. Lee and Reynolds were each
sent for a few yards, then 35 yards was made on
a punt which Barrett returned 5 yards. Buckingham gained 10 yards and Cax,,nah 3; Barrett
hurdled the line 4 times and the ball was goaled
by a center rush. Kicked goal. Score: Culver 17.
Rose 0.
Schmidt kicked over the line and the ball was
brought 3 yards inside by Culver. Neither side
realized the situation and no attempt was made
to down the ball nor to advance it until the Referee gave the word to play ball, then it was too
late for Rose to push the man carrying the ball
back over the line, thus scoring two points.
Culver carried the ball from the danger zone by
an end run for 25 yds. around left end, then another one for 5 yds. around right end. Culver
punted, and Rose returned 10 yds.
Lee gained 5 yds. on a run around our left.
LINE-UP.
End of half.
ROSE.

C. M. A.

McBride (Capt.) . . . L. E
Hunter.
L T
Rhodes
Barrett (Capt.)
Peck
L G
Phillips.
Speaker
C
Hastings.
Schmidt
R G
Humphrey.
Heick
R T.
Cavnah.
R. E
Snider
. Buckingham.
Lee
Sohl.
Q
Turk, Reynolds . . L. H. B
Campbell.
Benbridge
R. H B.
Heaton.
Strecker
F. B
Saalfield.
Referee, Daily. Umpire, Greiner. Timers, Fleet and
Dye. Time of halves, 20 minutes.
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ble to Gipe. Buser made 5 yds., then Shortridge,
failing to hold their ground, punted. The ball
In this game,as in the Shortridge game last year, fell on the 2-yd line and bounced over the
Rose lost to a tearil which was very inferior in both goal line, where Lee fell on it. Douthett
offensive and defensive work. Both touchdowns kicked 25 yds. from the '25-yd. line. Patton remade by Shortridge were the immediate and di- turned the ball 15 yds., then S. H. S. lost on
rect results of fumbles on the part of Rose, and downs. Lee made a gain of 5 yds. around their
twice when Rose was steadily advancing, and was left, and was tackled at the edge of the field.
nearing the goal, the fatal fumble took place. He lost his hold on the ball and McBride dove
Had it not occurred, Rose would probably have into the crowd and recovered it. Bland made 15
added five or six points to her score. Gipe, Bon- yards through center on a delayed pass, then
sit and Buser were the stars for Shortridge, and in two more runs gained 10 yds. Peck, Lammers,
for Rose, Bland, Rhodes, Strecker, Lammers and Bland and Strecker then netted 25 yds. Ball
Lee usually made gains when called on, making was fumbled but regained. Strecker then sent
it hard to pick the one who was most conspicu- through for 10 yds. Rose failed to make her distance and Shortridge, after gaining the ball, was
ous.
Shortridge defended the south goal. Rose forced to punt, Lee returning it 10 yds. Bland
kicked 40 yds. to Shortridge, who returned the was hurt and Benbridge was substituted. Rhodes
ball 5 yds. by a double pass. They gained 10 and Lee then netted 8 yds. Rose lost on downs,
yds. more and were then held for downs. and Buser and Conner were able to gain 35 yds.
Strecker and Bland each made gains. Then the The ball changed hands twice, and Benbridge
ball was fumbled on the 15-yd. line. Bland gained 18 yds. Shortridge gained 27 yds. Shortstole the ball and made a touchdown, but as the ridge lost on downs at Rose's 2-yd. line.
End of game.
referee saw him the ball was brought back.
Final score—Shortridge, 10; Rose, 5.
Gipe made 40 yds. around the left, then Gipe
and Bonsit made considerable gains, and Gipe
LINE-UP.
S. H. S.
R. P. I.
carried the ball over by a run through the right
Patton.
McBride (Capt.)
L E
side of the Poly line. No goal. Score—ShortConner.
Rhodes
L T
ridge, 5; Rose, 0.
Eaton.
Heick
L. G
Shortridge kicked 35 yds. to Douthett, who
Lawrence.
Speaker
Harrell.
R. G
Schmidt
returned the ball 10 yds. Lammers and Lee
Gipe.
R T
Peck
netted 25 yds. Here the second fatal fumble
Jewett.
E
R
Douthett
took place, and in two runs Shortridge carried
McKinney.
Lee
Q.
the ball over the line. Missed goal. Score—
L. H. B. . Bonsit, Schoen.
Bland, Benbridge
Shortridge, 10; Rose, 0.
Joseph.
R H B
Lammers
Buser.
F B.
Strecker
Schmidt kicked 40 yds. to Shortridge, who was
able to regain 10, but were then held for downs.
Referee—Daily.
Umpire—Railsback.
Bland, in three runs, gained 35 yds., and Rhodes
Linesman—Riggs.
was shoved across the line. Missed goal. Score—
Game called at 3:26 P. M.
10;
Shortridge,
Rose, 5.
Time of halves-25 and 20 minutes.
After the next kick-off Rose obtained the ball
and was rapidly nearing the goal line when time
ROSE, 12; E. I. S, N. S., 0.
By Leon Goodman,'05.
called.
was
first game of the season by deher
Rose won
In the second half, Shortridge kicked to
Normal at Charleston in
Illinois
Eastern
Strecker, who returned 10 yds. Rhodes, Lee feating
Rose
put up a superb game
game.
and Strecker netted 35 yds. more. Then a fum- an excellent
SHORTIDGE H. S., 10; R. P.1., 5.
By F. N. Hatch, '06.
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both on the offensive and defensive. It has due to an injured shoulder, Housel playing left
usually been the case that Rose has had a weak half, Austin right half and Starr right end.
line, but the present line has outplayed the rest
Schmidt kicked off to Normal's 10-yd line, and
of the team in almost every game. As at Culver, the ball was returned 10 yds. Then by line bucks
this was especially noticeable at Eastern Illinois, and end runs Normal carried the ball to Rose's
Schmidt, Heick and Speaker doing fine work on 45-yd line, where a fumble gave Rose the ball.
Then by plunges of 5 and 10 yds, almost every
the defensive, and though we played the "open
scant
man
rarely
gained
over
a
on the team carrying the ball at least once,
center" Charleston
yard though Heick and Schmidt. Lammers and it was brought to Normal's 3-yd line, and BenPeck also played good games, both carrying the bridge scored the touchdown. Here Bland kicked
a beautiful goal, the ball being about 10 yds from
ball well when called on.
Normal won the toss and chose to defend the the side line. Score—Rose, 12; Normal, 0.
Rose again kicked off, Normal returning the
north goal. Normal kicked to Poly and held
them on their own 20-yd line. Rose was held for ball to her 25-yd line. They advanced 10 yds
downs, and Normal got the ball. They made 8 and fumbled. Rose secured the ball and gained
yds, and were held for downs. Rose then ad- 15 yds. but'was held for downs. Normal, by hard
vanced the ball to her 25-yd line, and was forced plunging and end runs, brought the ball to Rose's
to punt, Douthett sending the ball to Normal's 45-yd line, and was held for downs. Rose punted
40-yd line. Normal returned 5 yds and after two 30 yds. Normal punted 20. Then from the
downs returned the punt, the ball going to our center of the field, Rhodes sent the ball over
50-yd line. Lee then made an end run of 14 yds, Wentz's head, and it rolled over the goal line,
and by a series of line bucks and end runs the Wentz being held for a touchback. Normal kicked
ball was forced to Normal's 3-yd line, and Bland to Rose's 50-yd line, Rhodes returning the punt
went over for a touchdown. Bland kicked goal. to Normal's 20-yd line. Normal then sent Wentz,
on an intended punt which was fumbled, around
Score—Rose, 6; Eastern Illinois, 0.
On the next kick-off, the ball was returned their right end for 30 yds. By bucking the line
from our 15-yd line to our 40-yd line by Lee. they advanced to Poly's 40-yd line, there being
Then by bucks the ball was advanced to our 50- forced to punt. Rose attempted to return the
yd line, where Rose was forced to punt, Normals punt, but the kick was blocked, rolling back to
returning the ball to their 50-yd line. After Rose's 10-yd. line, belonging to Normal. Norgaining 5 yds Normal was held for downs. Rose mal advanced 3 yds. by line buck, then on a
advanced the ball 15 yds, but was penalized by second attempt failed to gain an inch. Time was
Umpire Crowe for holding in the line. Rose called with the ball on Rose's 8-yd line. Score
punted but the ball was blocked, Normal getting —Rose, 12; Normal, 0.
it on our 45-yd line. Normal advanced 15 yds, but
LINE UP AND SUMMARY.
E. I. S. N.
fumbled to Rose. On an end run by Lee of 20
ROSE.
Horn, Starr . . . R. E
Douthett.
yds. and a few line bucks the ball was pushed to
R T
DeWolfe
Peek, Post.
center of field. Here Rose was forced to punt.
R G
Hogan
Schmidt, Wilms.
Normal returned the punt and Rose got the ball
Barkley
C. . . Speaker, Schmidt.
on Normals 50-yd line. By line bucks Rose made
P. Sargent
L. G
Heick.
10 yds; then Benbridge went through the left
St. John Sargent. . L. T. • • . . . Lammers.
Housel
• McBride (Capt.)
side of the line, straight down the side line for
Wentz
•
• • • • . . Lee.
Q.
•
one
of
38
yds.
longest
run
of
the
game,
the
Henderson, (Capt.),
line
time
ball
on
Normal's
2
-yd
Here with the
Honn, Vaughn . . L. H. B.. . . Bland, Cook.
was called. Score—Rose, 6; Normal, 0.
• Starr, Austin. . . R. H. B. .
. . Benbridge.
Henderson retired at the end of the first half,
Ferrish . . . . . . F. B.. . . . . Rhodes.
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Summary — Touchdowns, Benbridge, Bland. Goals
from touchdowns, Bland, 2. Referee, Daily of Rose.
Umpire, Crowe of Eastern Illinois. Timers, Blair of E.
I. S. N., Hall of R. P. I. Linesmen, Bubeck of E. I. S.
N, Bard of Ros e. Time of halves, 25 and 20.
NOTES.

The football team undoubtedly sustained a
severe loss when Turk and Snider were compelled
to stop.
At Culver, after only two minutes of play,
Turk received a blow on the nose which broke it
badly in several places. He has been out of the
game since, and his speed and weight are certainly missed very much on the team.
Snider, however, was more unlucky. On the
afternoon of Oct 26, when the second team was
bucking against the first, he had one of his ribs
turned completely around. Since then he has
been in a plaster cast, which he hopes to be rid
of in about two weeks. And we hope very much
he will, for he is one of the few men practicing
with the second team, who can go through the
Varsity line at will.
So let us wish our two invalids good luck and
a quick recovery, and trust that neither will
finally be the worse for his injury.
Fall basket-ball practice has started in the
gymnasium, and the candidates for the team are
out three afternoons each week. Regular practice
games are held, and in addition to these, exercises
especially adapted to getting the men in good
condition are taken. Since there are at present
twenty men or more out each night, the fight for
positions on the team promises to be a hard one,
and Capt. Trueblood will indeed have his hands
full.
However in the end we expect not merely a
winning team, but a champion team.
A good many fellows, Freshmen especially,
have not been rooting at the foot-ball games as
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they should, and doubtless many think they have
the excuse of not knowing the yells. To prevent
any further ignorance of this sort, we give a few
yells below, and every man will be expected to
know at least these few.
R. P.! R. P.! Rah rah, Rah rah!
R. P.! R. P! Rah rah, Rah rah!
Hoo-rah, Hoo-rah,
Rose Polytechnic:
Rah, rah, rah.
Yea, Rose; Yea Rose; Yea Rose;
R—O—S—E
Rose.
Ipicity, Ipicity, Ipicity Ki;
Boom-a-lacka, Boom-a-lacka
R. P.1.
Rah Rah Rah Rose! Rah Rah Rah Rose!
Rose—Rose—Rose.
Ous—ke—wow—wow,
Skin nee—wow—wow
Rose Polytechnic
Wow!
Wax—e—co—wax, co -wax, co—wax,
Tarry—o—litz,—o—litz,—o—litz,
Hullabaloo, Hullabaloo
Rose Polytechnic,
Who Are You!
In view of the fact that the Athletic Association is "in the hole," the Thanksgiving Game
with DePauw has been cancelled. Another game
has been scheduled however with the Indiana
State Normal. This game will be played the
afternoon of Thanksgiving Day, very likely on
the Normal's gridiron at Parson's field.
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Professor—"Mr. Goodman, your head should
be one-twelfth of a foot."

erase a space ovet there ?" Parr gets up rubbing
his head.

Prof. Gray:—"Ginerally these out-of-the way
cases are not common."

Prof. Mc.—"Mr. D., what is the difference
between 72 and 42?"
Mr. D.—''30 Freshmen, turkeys."

Prof. Wagner:—"Mr. Parr, will you please

Exchanges.
Yale's entering class numbered 668 this fall
against 707 of last year.
Northwestern's glee club has been placed under
control of the faculty of the School of Music and
the members of the club will receive college
credit. Michigan has heretofore been the only
western university to give credit for glee club
work. As a result of this plan much better work
is expected.
Columbia University is to have a School of
Mines so that her students will not have to go to
the western states to study the practical side.
The present plans embody the digging of a mine
under the campus, each man taking his turn at
shaft, tunneling, etc.—Wesleyan Argus.
A PARALLELISM.

The attitude of the average small boy of Crawfordsville towards the athletic field seems to be:
"Millions for the fence and not one cent through
the gate."—The Wabash.
There is no truth in the report that Yost, the
celebrated Michigan football coach, will go to
Pennsylvania to coach next year. For the last
two years this rumor has cropped out at Michigan every two weeks during football season.
Yost has repeatedly denied it this fall. He says,
in answer to the Pennsylvania question:
"You can say that if I coach anywhere next
year it will be at Michigan."
Harvard, Yale, Massachusetts Technology and
Colorado School of Mines are arranging to lease

a mine in Colorado for the purpose of having students from these schools work the mines during
the summer, doing all the work from shaft-sinking to refining the ore.
A new feature in college athletics has been arranged by James D. Lightbody, of Chicago University. It is a contest among several of the
western universities, fourteen in all, to take place
in the form of a cross-country run. This is to
be made a special Thanksgiving Day feature.
It will be remembered that Mr. Lightbody won
the 880 meter run in the Olympic games this summer.
Since the addition of 4,500 new seats to the
Yale foot-ball stands this summer the total seating capacity is raised to 31,000.—The Tech.
A big triple whistle, the largest ever constructed, has recently been put into use by the
East St. Louis Electrical Railroad Company.
Four times a day this mammoth whistle is blown,
and it can be heard for ten miles, north, south,
east, and west. In being connected with an electric clock which is guaranteed not to vary five
seconds in a year, this whistle will prove the
most valuable public time dispenser ever invented.
Residents in the immediate neighborhood of the
power-house anticipated all sorts of trouble when
the big whistle was first talked about. They expected to hear only shrill and objectionable sounds
every time the enormously big affair was blown
off. But no one has had an opportunity to complain of discord at whistle time.—American Inventor.
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Addie (to his room-mate)—"Don't wake me
unless I am asleep."
Waggie—"Mr. Pote, shall I give you an easy
problem or a hard one?"
Pote—"I suppose it wouldn't make much difference."
So the professor gave him an "interesting"
one.
Daily—"Do you know anything about Spanish?"
Bland—"I can walk Spanish."
ILLUSTRATED ANIMALS—THE MOLLIE COTTON.

Junior—"This cross-section paper is not very
expensive. One cent for two sheets—no, I mean
two sheets for one cent—well, you know what I
mean."
Andrews, '08, says he always uses saw-dust
and molasses, "injected internally," to stop the
leaks in a porous single-tube tire.
"Jojo" (in Electricity)—"If you have not
heard this fact, it will possibly be new to you."
Waggie—"Mr. Ryan, did you read this text?"
Ryan—"No, sir; but I looked at the pictures."
Gillette,'07, was heard to ask Mr. Nelson
what the formula for the odor of garlic was.
When some of his class-mates laughed, he explained that he could not remember the formulae
of all the elements.
Doc.—"What is meant by a 'moment'?"
Freshman—"A moment is a small part of a
minute."
White, '06—"But, Doctor, how can such a big
wire have such a low resistance?"
Owen Moore went away,
Owin' more than he could pay.
Owen Moore catne back today,
Owin' more.

No, gentle reader, this is no ordinary Vigo
county bunny, but merely another disguise of our
friend, A W. Lee. Why he took this disguise,
he only can explain, but we all can see the resemblance. Notice the similarity in the long
ears, gently curving pedal extremities, and speed
when being pursued, as many of '05 can vouch
for after seeing Mollie—'-beg pardon, Addie—hit
the back trail when they put up the challenge
two years ago.
Wischmeyer(pouring mercury down a Junior's
neck)—"Now, you belong to the Amalgamated
Brotherhood of Electrical Engineers, don't you?"
Bland (sampling some fudge)—"Say, that girl
makes the best fudge of any girl I ever tasted.'
He'll make a Civil Mechanical Engineer.
McDaniel, in Descriptive,
With K. and D. as centers, draw arcs respectfully through m. and n.
Banquet seems to be in the air. We wonder
what the Freshman and Sophomore classes will
do this year.
Lewis—"Professor, I don't see how you get a
foot in that problem."
"Microbes" says: "He attended a school
where the boys and girls wore dresses up to their
knees, and that's the reason he didn't stay."
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Lee,'06, has girls on the brain so, that he has
even his football letters addressed to Rose Posey,
Terre Haute.
In Dutch: Smith—"Bard, what did you get
in chesmistry?"
Bard—"Ich habe geflunked."
Senior (concluding argument)—"And if not
so, I'll eat my shirt."
Junior—"Aw, now, old chap, don't chew the
rag."
Lee (at St. Louis) —"I'll take fried eggs."
Waiter—"Straight up or over?"'
Lee—I don't know, but I'll have them cooked
on one side."
Freshman—"What's that book you are reading?"
Senior—"The Last Days of Pompeii."
Freshman—"What did he die of?"
Senior—"An eruption."
After Orchestra the other night Ryan started
out with his drum, but he beat it home.
Freshmen (after they had been up against a
couple of "Mac's" quizzes):
First—"What did you get in Algebra?"
Second—"Fifty."
First—"And what in Geometry?"
Second—"I am ashamed to say."
These are some of the suggestions that were

made when the matter of the '06 memorial first
came up:
Reclining chairs for "Hath's" room.
An elevator.
A set of chimes for the clock, to play the Poly
whistle every hour.
In Physics: Prof.—"Now, when we subtract
this from the total watts, what do we get?"
Lawton—"The difference."
Some one called Worthy's attention to the fact
that his coat was torn in the back. "Yes, I
know," said Worthy; "I am so busy these days
that I haven't time to collect back rents."
Pote, '06, (on being asked how he felt):
"Thirty cents is a high estimate of how I feel."
After the quiz: Kelsall — "Hello, Canfield;
you have a quizzical expression on your face."
"Hath" is all right. A week before he gave
us our quiz, he wrote on the blackboard: "Look
out for a mass play one week from to-day."
Some of our Freshmen are so innocent! One of
them asked a Junior the other day: "What do
you call it when a whole class stays away from a
recitation?"
Junior—"You mean 'cut'?"
Freshman—"Yes, that's it. "What will a Professor do to a class if it cuts?"
"0 fudge!"
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A Gas Turbine.

44 W

ITH the rapid and successful develop-

ment of the steam turbine it has occurred to a number of engineers that a similar
successor to the gas engine might readily be
made. Some experimental work has been done,
both in United States and in Europe, but very
little information has been made public, this indicating that the practical results have not been
attended with that degree of success which
would warrant any commercial undertakings. It
now appears that Messrs. Armengaud and
Lemale have been running an experimental turbine, driven by the direct products of the combustion of petroleum at constant pressure, and
that this machine has been in operation for more
than a year in the works of the Societe des Turbomoteurs at Saint Denis, near Paris.
"It is not maintained that the gas turbine will
give a higher thermal efficiency than the reciprocating gas engine, but it is believed that to all
the great advantages of the gas engine will be
added those of the steam turbine, including simplicity, continuity of action, lightness in proportion to the power developed, economy of space,
together with the freedom from the incumbrance
of boiler and furnace. An important advantage
especially is seen in the substitution for the intermittent action of the Beau de Rochar cycle,
of a continuous tangential impulse upon the rim
of the wheel, the gain in this respect being
greater for the gas turbine over the gas engine
than in the case of the steam turbine over the
reciprocating steam engine.
"In the Armengaud and Lemale apparatus the
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combustion takes place in a pear shaped vessel,
the air and petroleum being delivered under
pressure at the large end, through a special form
of burner. The burner is of annular form, the
liquid fuel being delivered in the middle and the
air around it, while the gases and products of
combustion are discharged from the other end,
through a suitable diverging nozzle, directly
against the double buckets of the wheel; this latter being similar in construction to a Pelton
water wheel.
"The combustion chamber is protected against
overheating by a water jacket arranged in the
form of a spiral passage formed in the thickness
of its walls, the water thus becoming continually
hotter and hotter as it proceeds, until it is finally
discharged in the form of vapor into the interior
of the chamber through a series of small holes
arranged around the entrance of the discharging
nozzle. The intense heat at this point adds to
the expansive force of this vapor of water, and
thus all the heat which has been absorbed by the
water jacket is delivered with the hot gases
against the turbine wheel as energy. The air,
liquid fuel and circulating water are delivered
by suitable pumps deriving their power from the
turbine itself, so that the available power is the
difference between that generated by the turbine
and that absorbed by these pumps.
"In the Armengaud and Lemale generator a
temperature of 1,800° C. is maintained in the
combustion chamber, the constant expansion of
the gases and vapor of water causing a stream of
high velocity to be discharged through the nozzle
upon the buckets of the turbine wheel. It ap-
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pears that with a temperature of combustion of
about 1,800° C. and a temperature of discharge
of 920° C. in the gases delivered against the
wheel, the efficiency of the apparatus will be
about 18 per cent.
"In this case the initial pressure is about 15
kilogrammes per square centimeter, or about 212
pounds per square inch, and this performance is
not better than is already obtained with the reciprocating gas engine, and is decidedly lower
than is given by the best petroleum motors, such
as the Diesel. At the same time the advantages
of the continuous rotary motion, together with
the simplicity of the machine renders it important that thermal efficiency alone should not be
made the criterion by which the machine is
judged. It is also possible that higher pressures
may be used to advantage, and that the temperature range can be increased, so that still better
results may be obtained. The fact that a practical gas turbine has been made and operated
continuously is in itself a matter of technical interest worthy of note, and if the machine receives
but a portion of the attention which has been
given the steam turbine or the reciprocating gas
engine, it is probable that further improvements
will be made."—Engineering Magazine.
The American Diesel Engine.

I N a paper presented before the American
i Street Railway Convention, which was recently held in St. Louis, Mr. E. D. Meier describes this form of prime mover, which, although
it has been known ever since 1897, has only just
recently reached a stage of practical development. The following abstract from his paper
is taken from the Western Electrician:
"The Diesel engine is essentially an oil engine, and not a gas engine. Gas engines and
previous oil engines which acted on the gas engine principle have all in common the explosion
of a charge. This charge is a mixture of a given
quantity of oil _vaporized so as to act as a gas
during the process, combined with a quantity of
air averaging from 7 to 11 times the volume of
the gas or vapor. It was well known that some

previous compression would add to the economic
results of the explosive action. But in all cases
the power was obtained by an explosion, which,
from the moment of ignition, was beyond the
control of the operator or of the governing mechanism of the engine. This fact limited the efficiency of all governing devices which could be
applied, and trouble with the igniter caused other
irregularities, so that even where the local conditions made the gas engine (or vaporized oil engine) the worthy competitor of the steam engine, uncertainties of its operation threw doubt on
the wisdom of the substitution. Furthermore, a
cheap gas, necessitating the installation of a large
and cumbersome producer plant, was the only
escape from stick costly fuels as gasoline or kerosene.
The Diesel engine made the use of the cheapest liquid fuel, such as crude oil, fuel oil and distillates, possible. To these, recent experimental
developments promise to add the waste products
from gas works, known as light water gas tar.
The Diesel engine works on an entirely new
principle. First of all, it dispenses with the socalled charge or mixture, which in all explosive
engines must vary only between the limits of one
gas to seven air and one gas to 11 air. Its cycle
is the same as the gas engine, the well-known
Otto cycle. There its similarity with the gas
engine ends absolutely ; in everything else it follows the precedent of the steam engine.
Its first stroke is a suction stroke, drawing in a
cylinder of pure clear air; on the second stroke
it compresses this to a tension and consequent
temperature sufficient to ignite any fuel which
may be injected into it; at the beginning of the
third stroke a small quantity of fuel oil is injected
into this red hot air as a spray by a jet of highly
compressed air, and thus, in a completely pulverized state, the fuel meets and mixes with the hot
compressed air in the cylinder, burning completely and during a period of time exactly regulated by the governing mechanism of the engine,
generally through one-tenth part .of the stroke,
subsequent to which the stroke is finished by the
expansion of the burnt products. The fourth
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stroke discharges these products of combustion or down the scale as closely as in a steam engine.
and leaves the cylinder empty and ready for an- In the latter it is a question of cutting off more
or less from a pretty large volume of steam at
other suction stroke.
It is evident that the work expended in com- each stroke. In the Diesel engine it is the finer
pressing the cylinder volume of pure air is given one of cutting off a more or less minute quantity
off again to the shaft of the engine during the of oil from the small volume delivered by the fuel
combustion or motor stroke, so that the loss is pump at each stroke. It is accomplished by disimply the frictional loss during the compression rect action of the governor on the suction valve
of the fuel pump, which is held open during a
stroke.
The Diesel engines, which are furnishing all greater or less portion of the pressure stroke, and
the electric light and nearly all the power for the thus the pump delivers the exact quantity of oil
German Tyrolean Alps at the World's Fair, St. required during each motor stroke of the engine.
Louis, furnish 100-horse power hours on the While the mechanism is necessarily smaller, and
switchboard while running at loads varying dur- more delicate than in the steam engine, it also reing the day from one-quarter to full load with a quires less power and its effect is more immediate.
There remains only the draw-back common to
consumption of only 7% gallons of common fuel
oil from Whiting, Ind. At three cents per gal- all four-cycle engines, that there is but one motor
lon this means a 100-horse power per hour at 2%,. stroke for every two revolutions. For electriccents, or 100 kilowatts per hour at 3.15 cents. light work triple-cylinder engines and heavier
While in some localities such fuel oil or crude oil, fly wheels successfully overcome this,. while for
delivered in carload lots, may cost as high as four electric-railway work resort is had to still larger
cents per gallon, it is readily furnished in many fly wheels and six cylinders by coupling two
localities contiguous to oil fields at three cents, triple-cylinder engines at the two ends of the
and even two cents per gallon.
same dynamo shaft. The largest units installed
The regulation in the Diesel engine is not de- so far are from 400 to 500-horse power, but it is
pendent on hit and miss, but can be followed up hoped to get up to 1000-horse power before long."

THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS.
B.6. HUDNUT, President.

(i. A. CONZMAN, Cashier.

Vigo County National sank
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Capital, $150,000.

Surplus, $30,000

Terre Haute Iv .rd
Laundry Company

The Place You Can't Forget

HOLDEN'S
BARBER SHOP

Both Telephones 184.
308-310 Cherry Street.

CIGAR STORE AND BATH ROOMS,

12 NORTH SEVENTH STREET
ED. E. LAWRENCE,

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

Manager.

NEAR POST OFFICE.
WE USE THE ANTISEPTIC COMPRESSED AIR.

SCHOOL FOR DANCING
MR. OSKAR DUENWEG Will organize a new class in dancing for beginners Saturday evening, Oct. 15, at 7:30 o'clock.
Juvenile Class for beginners, Tuesday, Oct. 18, at 4;3o P. AI.
Ladies and Gentlemen desiring to enter this class, will
please make early application.
4Cir• Send for descriptive circular.

Jno. G. Hem!& Son,
..Florists
129-130 South Seventh St.

OSKAR DUENWEG, Instructor,

Terre Haute, Ind.

7154 Main Street.
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FALL and WINTER SUITS, OVERCOATS, HATS, GENTS'
FURNISHINGS and MEN'S FINE SHOES.
OUR ENTIRE FALL AND WINTER LINE NOW IN.
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ANYTHING IN THE DRUG LINE
AT

Arthur

Baur's Phaimaeg

Always mention

THE TECHNIC

Photographic Supplies,
Huyler's Candies.

7th & Wabash Ave.

when writing to our advertisers. It may help us.

